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Abstract—This paper investigates Sugeno’s and Yasukawa’s
qualitative fuzzy modeling approach. We propose some easily
implementable solutions for the unclear details of the original
paper, such as trapezoid approximation of membership func-
tions, rule creation from sample data points, and selection of
important variables. We further suggest an improved parameter
identification algorithm to be applied instead of the original one.
These details are crucial concerning the method’s performance
as it is shown in a comparative analysis and helps to improve the
accuracy of the built-up model. Finally, we propose a possible
further rule base reduction which can be applied successfully in
certain cases. This improvement reduces the time requirement of
the method by up to 16% in our experiments.

Index Terms—Complexity reduction, feature selection, fuzzy
modeling, membership function approximation, parameter identi-
fication, structure identification, Sugeno–Yasukawa (SY) method.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HIS PAPER deals with Sugeno’s and Yasukawa’s (SY)
qualitative fuzzy modeling [1]. This method creates a

fuzzy rule base (a set of fuzzyIF–THEN rules) from sample
input–output data, and assigns meaningful linguistic labels to
the fuzzy sets in the rule base. This assignment is very important
in fuzzy systems because it makes the behavior of the system,
which is modeled by the rule base, easily interpretable and
transparent. In the original paper, there are some details which
are not quite clear, thus, require clarification or leave room
for improvement. These problems concern the determination
of trapezoid membership function, the rule projection from
sample data, the selection of important variables and parameter
identification.

One of the advantageous properties of the SY method is that it
produces only the necessary rules (more details in Section II),
which is usually not a full (i.e., dense) rule base. Due to
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this property an apparent extension of the SY method could
be its combination with inference techniques for sparse rule
bases, such as fuzzy rule interpolation (see, e.g., [2]–[5]) or
compatibility modification inference [6] and other approximate
reasoning techniques [7], [8]. Although, it is out of the scope of
this paper to investigate this rather straightforward extension of
the SY method, we would remark a joint point of the referred
papers and SY method, namely, the time complexity issue. The
previously listed techniques were proposed partly to reduce
the original exponential time complexity [9] of classical fuzzy
controllers [10], e.g., by omitting redundant or replaceable
fuzzy sets. The SY method executes this selection originally.
To enhance this property, we also introduce an improvement
for further rule base reduction.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the original SY method. Section III presents our solu-
tions to the unclear details of the original method, namely, trape-
zoid approximation (Section III-A), an algorithm to determine
the number of rules (Section III-B), and an improved parameter
identification procedure (Section III-D). Some critical remarks
on the regularity criterion (RC) method used for the selection
of effective input variables in [1] can be found in Section III-C.
Section IV contains the proposed rule base reduction technique.
Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. THE SY METHOD

The goal of the SY fuzzy modeling method is to create a trans-
parent, i.e., linguistically interpretable fuzzy rule based model
from input–output sample data. The construction of the rule base
is performed in two main steps:identificationand the build-up
of thequalitative model. The former can be further divided into
two tasks: structure identification and parameter identification.
Having an identified model at hand, linguistic labels can be
assigned to the finalized fuzzy sets in the rules in the quali-
tative modeling phase. In this paper, we focus solely on the
identification step.

In [1], the authors classified the structure identification task
into two types. The type I structure identification consists of
finding the input candidates of the system and determining its
actual variables which affect the output. In general, the selection
of the input candidates is not a systematic process, i.e., one has
to take a heuristic method based on experience and/or common
sense knowledge for this purpose. The type II structure iden-
tification covers the determination of the number of rules and
the partition of the (usually) multidimensional input space. The
identification task is summarized in Table I. In this study, we
discuss the latter three structure identification methods (type Ib,
type IIa,b) and the parameter identification step.

1063-6706/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE
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TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION OF THEIDENTIFICATION [1]

The given data set is the following; are the input
variables and is the output variable. sample data are given
in the form of , or briefly ,

.

A. Identification of Input Variables

The structure identification of type Ib concerns the selection
of input variables that influence truly the output. This means
that one has to choose a set of effective variables among a finite
set of original variables. For this purpose, one needs a criterion
function to evaluate the various candidate sets of variables. This
function assigns a value to a given set of variables and its task is
to minimize or maximize it. In [1], they used the RC [11], which
was performed between steps identification of type II and pa-
rameter identification. The outcome of the RC method depends
on the identification of type II (see also Fig. 1).

Let be the set of all possible input candidates
and the total number of different input candidate sets is one less
than the cardinality of the power set of, that is 2 . The
RC is a heuristic method which selects a set of inputs among the
possible candidates.

In the first step, the sample data set is divided into two groups,
and . The criterion function is

RC (1)

where and denote the number of data in groupsand
, respectively, and are the outputs of groups and ,

respectively, and, finally, is the model output for the
group input estimated by the identified model using group

data.
For evaluating (1), two models should be built from the data

groups and at each evaluation stage. According to [1], both
structure identification of type II and parameter identification
should be done before calculating RC. However, it seems to be
more reasonable to omit parameter identification at this stage
because it is quite time consuming.

Theoretically, all the possible 2 different input candi-
date sets should be evaluated, which is very costly in terms of
calculation time, if is not very small ( 6). (Note that, the-
oretically, at each stage two complete fuzzy models have to be
built for determining the value RC. However, this can be avoided
with astute implementation. See Section III-C for details). Al-
though this procedure is done offline, to reduce the necessary
time a heuristic algorithm is used for determining the order of
evaluation and the optimal set of variables.

The evaluation procedure is organized with respect to the car-
dinality of the candidate sets. First, the one-element candidate
sets are evaluated with the corresponding RC value. Then those

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the identification steps (redrawn from [1]).

two-element candidate sets are evaluated which contains the
best candidate of the previous level and so on. The candidate
sets are structured in a tree, whose root (level 0) is the empty set
and level contains nodes with candidate sets of cardinality.
Two nodes are connected if the lower level one is obtained from
the upper level one by adding one new variable to the candi-
date set. Those branches of the tree can be trimmed which have
worse RC value than the best of the previous level, moreover,
in this case the “bad” variable is removed permanently from the
possible candidates. By means of this heuristic algorithm at last

nodes are evaluated.
We found that the efficiency and reliability of the RC method

is low. The results are shown in Section III-C.
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B. Determination of the Number of Rules and the Input
Partition

Usually in the design of a fuzzy system rule antecedents
and the partition of the input domain are determined first. This
(dense) rule base design methodology results in exponentiality
in terms of the number of rules. To avoid this significant draw-
back, the SY method proceeds oppositely. First, the partition of
the output space is determined, which is done by clustering the
whole output data set by the fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering
[12]. Note that this means the clustering of the one-dimensional
output values , . The optimal number of cluster
are determined by means of the following criterion [13]:

(2)

where is the number of data to be clustered,is the number
of clusters, , is the output of the th datum, is the
average of data , is the the centre of theth cluster (here:
scalar), is the membership degree of theth datum with
respect to theth cluster, and is the fuzzy exponent
. Note that membership grade belongs to the whole th

datum, i.e., not only to the output , but also to the input .
As a result of the clustering, every output datum is associated

with a membership degree in all the clusters, .
From an output fuzzy clusters , we can induce a fuzzy cluster

in the multidimensional input space. This cluster can be pro-
jected onto the axes of the variables, hence, defining the an-
tecedent fuzzy sets in each input dimension. Starting from a
cluster and assuming that we have two input variables
and , we usually obtain a rule like

If is and is then is

We remark that, although, this notation implies that the number
of rules is identical with the number of output clusters, it can
happen that this is not the case.

In the original paper, two procedures are not specified clearly.
However, we found them crucial with respect to the performance
of the model. On the one hand, in [1] the authors stated that,
despite the input cluster was convex, the corresponding
input set might not also be convex. Hence, it needed to be
approximated. For simplicity, they proposed to approximate
the (nonconvex) input clusters with trapezoidal membership
functions. On the other hand, they remarked that more than one
input cluster could belong to an output cluster. As a solution,
they suggested to “form carefully two convex fuzzy clusters”
in the input space.

Although, these details seem to be not very important from
the methodology aspect of the SY fuzzy modeling, they affect,
especially when using the RC method for input identification,
significantly the performance of the built model. Our solutions
are presented in Sections III-A and III-B.

C. Parameter Identification

The parameter identification step can be accomplished in two
stages in the fuzzy model design. The authors in [1] proposed

to repeat it in every input candidate evaluation step, but this
is mostly superfluous and very time consuming. Performing it
may be enough after the important input variables have been
identified.

At this stage we have to measure the performance of the rough
fuzzy model. For this purpose, the following performance index
( ) is used:

(3)

where is the model output for theth sample datum.
In the case of fuzzy model, the parameters are those of the

membership functions. Having trapezoidal membership func-
tions that means four parameters for each antecedent

. In the parameter identification step, they adjusted these
four values in an iterative algorithm. The algorithm works as
follows.

1) Set an adjusting value.
2) Pick the parameter to be adjusted, in general, theth

parameter of a trapezoid membership function in an
arbitrary rule .

3) Calculate and . For : if is
smaller than , then , otherwise .
Analogously, for : if is bigger than ,
then , otherwise .

4) Choose the parameter among which produces
the best performance according to (3) and replacewith
it.

5) Go to step 2) while unadjusted parameters exist.
6) Repeat the iteration until we are satisfied with the result.
In [1], 5% of the width of the actual input space is used as the

adjusting value.
The flowchart on Fig. 1 shows the overall design of the iden-

tification steps of the SY modeling.

III. I MPLEMENTATION DETAILS OF THESY METHOD

A. Trapezoid Approximation

The trapezoid approximation of the clustered raw data is done
in two steps. First, the convex hull of the original data set is de-
termined, then the convex hull is approximated by a trapezoidal
membership function. Fig. 2 depicts the idea of the construction
of trapezoidal membership function.

We propose a simple and fast trapezoid approximation
algorithm in three different versions. The three versions differ in
the determined support length, or in other words, in the angle of
the slopes of the trapezoid. However, in ordinary situations the
three versions generate identical or almost identical results. The
difference is significant when the distribution of the data with
high membership grade is large near the minimum/maximum
of the cluster. In such cases, the first version results in close-to-
oblong shape trapezoids with steep slopes, the third in trapezoids
with long and smooth slopes, while the second version generates
an average solution of the former two. For brevity, these versions
are termed steep-slope, smooth-slope, and average-slope.

The common base algorithm is the following.
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Fig. 2. The two steps of trapezoidal membership function construction. (a) C-means clustered raw data. (b) The convex hull of the input cluster. (c) Approximated
trapezoidal fuzzy set (reproduced from [1]). We inserted the notation of our trapezoid approximation algorithm on (a).

Trapezoid Approximation
1. Determine and the min-
imum/maximum of the membership degree
of the data point in the given cluster,

the first point where the maximum
is attained, further and the

minimum/maximum of all the data values
in the given cluster domain (see also
Fig. 2). Here denotes the sample data
points of the dimension in which the
trapezoid approximation of membership
function is performed; it can be either
the output ( ) or any of the input
dimensions ( ), ; .

2. Set the boundaries of investigated in-
terval to

(4)

where is a given parameter, usually
between 2 and 4.

3. Determine the parameters of the left
slope, and , as:
(a) Let us initialize as the last data
point which has smaller membership degree
than , and be
the next point of the convex hull, i.e.,:

(If there is no such point in the
convex hull which satisfies
then and are the first two leftmost
points of the convex hull). Further the
parameters of the left slope and

, i.e., the starting membership
function is a crisp interval.
(b)Let and be the location of the
intersection made by the support and the
core, respectively, with the line passing
through the points ( ) and ( )
(see Fig. 3).

(c) If then .
(d)If or then .
(e)If then let and go
to step (3b), otherwise continue.

4. Determine the parameters of the right
slope, and , analogously as in the
previous step.

5. Order the parameters according to

In step 2., the reason for narrowing the range is twofold.
From below, it is important to exclude the data points with very
low membership grades. Notice that the clustering algorithm as-
signs (almost) every datum a positive membership grade in each
cluster, however, usually a datum has significant membership
degree in at most two clusters. From above, it is also reasonable
to disregard points with high membership grades, because, on
one hand, they most probably belong to the core of the mem-
bership function and they do not play role in the determination
of the slopes; on the other hand, the technique used for the de-
termination of the slope is sensitive to high membership grades,
as it is described in the next paragraph.

The difference between the three versions appears in step
3(c). Observe that in such a situation where the two leftmost
points have high membership grades, then the left slope is very
fuzzy. Therefore, in this case the minimum of the support is the
default value: (see Fig. 4). If this phenomenon is present
at both ends of the support of a trapezoid, then the final mem-
bership function is positive on the whole domain. However, it
is unlikely that the original cluster solely dominates the whole
dimension.

To alleviate this drawback we propose two possible solutions:
a steep-slope version and an average-slope version. The steep-
slope version generates a short support by givingas the left
end of the support, while the average-slope version determines
the arithmetic mean of and as the leftmost point (see
Fig. 4).

In order to provide a simple schema, we did not include ex-
ception checking and handling in the aforementioned algorithm.
Nevertheless, these are important parts of the implementation
process.

We remark that the SY method uses parameter identification
for fine tuning of the rules, when parameters of the membership
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Fig. 3. Determination of the locationp andp . Hereq = 3.

Fig. 4. Too smooth left slope (thick line). The default smooth-slope version
then takesd asp (dash line). The steep-slope version takesz asp (dotted
line), while the average-slope version takes(d + z )=2 (thin line).

functions are shifted. Hence, starting from a wide membership
function with smooth slopes one can end up with a much narrow
one with steep slope, if the testing data set sustains this modi-
fication. From this point of view it is better to start with a wide
membership function, which may make more flexible the pa-
rameter identification procedure. We shall return to this issue in
Section III-D.

B. Determining the Number of the Rules

In this section, we present an algorithm which determines
the number of rules belonging to one output cluster by defining
the input clusters in the multidimensional input space. This is
an important detail of the original algorithm in our view, which
was not given the required attention in [1]. This question has
significant effect on the total number of rules and, thus, on
the computational complexity of the final model. The method
plays an important role, especially when the modeled function
is not strictly monotone, unlike the examples of the original
paper (see, e.g., Fig. 5), but the same output is assigned to
several regions of the input space.

Algorithm for Determining the Antecedents
Inputs: training data set, membership
degree vector of the fuzzy c-means clus-
tered training data set,
output: the actual rules.

1. Select a cluster , where
and divide the training data set into two
groups: group consists of data with
membership degree not smaller than 0.5

in cluster , while group includes the
remaining data set:

2. Create a rule base of 2 different
rules, by forming separate rules from
each of the group data and the first

group data. If then we
form rules. At this point the rules
are crisp in the sense that the an-
tecedents as well as the consequent are
crisp values.

3. Evaluate the performance of this rule
base by checking this model on the group

data set. We determine the rule base
performance by counting the data with in-
correctly high membership grades as

where

Here function ( ) deter-
mines the firing weight of the datum
by the rule base and the is a given
threshold, usually 0.5.

4. Temporarily merge two consecutive rules
by using the “and” operation for the cor-
responding antecedents and the conse-
quents. Denote the obtained rule base by

. Calculate . If

then the performance of the new rule base
is significantly worse, therefore undo
the fusion of the two rules; otherwise
merge them permanently: . Here
is another threshold parameter, usually

.
5. If all the rule pairs are checked then
stop, otherwise check the next pair and
go to step 4.

This algorithm proceeds for all the output clusters consec-
utively. The group data set serves as the basis of the rule
forming procedure. The group data set serves as the local
training data set and it also balances the impact of groupdata
in rule base formation. It is advantageous to useas the training
set, because its cardinality is in general less than, if the
number of clusters exceeds two.

When we merge two rules by the “and” operation, this in-
cludes the creation of trapezoidal membership functions on the
basis of the added data.
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Fig. 5. Input–output relation of the functiony = (1 + x + x ) used in [1].

When we end up with only one rule we have to go through
step 4, times, which is proportional with for each
cluster. In general, step 4 is executed in worst case

(5)

where is the number of rules generated from one cluster. For
details, see the Appendix A. We would like to emphasize that
this is not the total complexity of the algorithm but the number of
iterations of step 4. The asymptotic number of operation in step
4 depends on the implementation of . We should point out
that the calculation of involves the firing of the rule bases
that necessitates normally exponential time for dense rule bases
[9]. Due to the construction of the rule base, however, in this case
the time is proportional with , i.e., the time is polynomial.

The role of the thresholds and is to control the number
of rules. The lower the thresholds are the more rules are gener-
ated. From computational complexity reasons, it is not useful to
choose a very low threshold, because it may increase the number
of rules drastically. Beside this, by setting the thresholdsand

low, the obtained model relies very much on the training set,
rules tend to be more crisp than fuzzy and the generalization ca-
pability of the model declines. The reasonable choice forand

is 0.1 0.5.

C. The Reliability of the RC Method

We investigated how the changes in the parameters of the SY
method (such as trapezoid approximation version and parame-
ters, division of data into two groups in the starting step of the
RC method) affect the result of the input selection performance
of RC. We found that the RC method is very sensitive to the

above parameters, that is a slight change in those values may
result in a different identified input variable set. Of course this
issue is highly problem dependent. So, for more robust training
data sets the RC shows more stable performance.

We illustrate the instability of the RC on data sets taken
from [1]. The first set contains input–output data of a chemical
plant. The system has five inputs which are the following:

—monomer concentration, —change of monomer
concentration, —monomer flow rate, , and —local
temperatures inside the plant. The output is the set point for
monomer flow rate. There are 70 sample data provided. The
number of output clusters is 6.

The original paper found the variables 3, 2, and 1 to be the
true inputs. Here, the order of the variables refers to the ranking
of importance. We have to admit that we could not produce this
result with our implementation regardless of the configuration
applied. This was a challenge for us and partly the reason for
our further investigations in order to find the reason of this ill-
success.

The second data set contains stock price data. The goal is the
prediction of the stock price based on ten input variables and
100 samples. For more details, consult the paper of Sugeno and
Yasukawa.

1) Sensitivity to Data Set Division:We investigated the
result of the RC method with different ordering and different
division of the input data set. We applied three different
grouping and order techniques to the chemical plant data set.

1) We ordered the training data set according to the output
value of each data set. We composed the two groups by
putting the data items alternately into the two groups.

2) The ordering is the same, but one group was formed of
the data points with low output values, while the other
was the high ones.
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3) We ordered the training data set according to the Eu-
clidean norm of data calculated as

The two groups were constructed alternately from the
ordered data.

The RC gave identical results with the first and third data di-
vision (true input: 3), which was different from the one with
the second division (true inputs: 1, 3). Note that in [1], the au-
thors obtained true inputs 3, 2, and 1. We may conclude that the
second division is not an appropriate choice because the data in
the two groups are unbalanced and hence the cross-identifica-
tion of the models is not well justifiable due to their substantial
diversity. However, this example supports the judgment of the
RC method indicating the importance and the impact on the re-
sults of every minor detail.

2) Sensitivity to the Trapezoid Approximation:Here, we in-
vestigate the effect of the application of the different slope ver-
sions described in Section III-A as well as the usage of different
range parameters.

First, we compared the results of RC combined with different
trapezoid approximation versions on the stock price prediction
model. We used the three trapezoid approximation versions pre-
sented earlier in the paper. Table II shows the obtained true input
variable sets.

The results are different for all versions! The first two true
input sets are quite similar. The only difference is that the ninth
input is substituted by the pair 4, 5. However, the steep-slope
version coincides only at one place with each of the two other
versions and there is no common true input for all the three
versions. This might be argued by the small size of the data set,
nevertheless, this example does not strengthen the applicability
of the RC method. With the more robust chemical plant data set,
we obtained the same result by all the different slope versions
(true input: 3).

Second, we checked the RCs stability against the range pa-
rameter [see (4)] of the trapezoid approximation on both data
sets. The results are summarized in Table III.

It can be seen that the first data set is more robust also in this
comparison. It gives different results only for the marginal
value, i.e., when all data points are considered in the trapezoid
approximation. With diverse range values the RC method as-
signs varied true input sets to the stock price data set. The only
accordance among the obtained sets appears for values 2.0 and
4.0. These results were generated by means of the smooth-slope
version trapezoid approximation.

3) Final Remark on the Application of the RC Method:As
it was emphasized in this section, the RC method lacks stability
due to the fact that it relies strongly on the different implemen-
tation parameters. In our view, an input identification method
should depend only on the data set and not on other implemen-
tation details.

This issue has another important point: the computational
complexity. Theoretically, the RC method needs the construc-
tion of the whole model two times for every input candidate set
evaluation (see Fig. 1). In practice, once we have built up the
model for all the input candidates, we can omit certain inputs

TABLE II
THE TRUE INPUTS OF THESTOCK PRICE PREDICTION MODEL WITH THE USE

OF RC METHOD AND DIFFERENTTRAPEZOIDAPPROXIMATION METHOD

TABLE III
THE EFFECT OFTRAPEZOIDRANGE MODIFICATION ON RC METHOD

from this according to the actual input candidate set. Thus, the
recalculation of antecedents becomes superfluous, which is, in
fact, as we have remarked earlier, the most lengthy calculation
in the model construction cycle.

In order to fix this problem, we proposed in [14] and [15]
a feature ranking method that works on fuzzy clustered output
(FRFCO method). In the literature on pattern recognition, one
can find numerous feature ranking and selection techniques for
classification problems, but the FRFCO method offers a way
to deal with systems with continuous output while maintaining
the transparency and linguistic interpretability of the rule base.
Based on the ranking, which is determined independently from
model construction, the user can decide how many features s/he
wants to take into consideration, or alternatively, one can com-
pare the performance of the identified models using the best one,
two, three, etc. features from the ranking. For more details, con-
sult [14] and [15]. Fig. 6 shows how to modify the SY modeling
in such a case.

D. The Parameter Identification Procedure

We propose a modification of the original parameter identi-
fication procedure, which works with not a fix, but varying ad-
justing value depending on the actual performance value. We
set the starting adjusting value in theth input as

dom

where dom is the domain of theth
input, i.e., the difference between the smallest and the largest
input in the given dimension, ; is a prede-
fined constant (default: 3); is to set the starting precision
(default: 1) and is an iteration counter which increases if

(6)

that is, if the amelioration of the performance index is less
than 10%. The starting value of is zero. The parameter
identification is organized in a double loop. In the inner loop,
the four parameters of the trapezoid membership function of
all the antecedents are sequentially adjusted with the same
actual adjusting value until no further improvement can be
achieved or the number of inner iterations attain a certain
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Fig. 6. Modified SY modeling after the incorporation of any (statistical)
feature ranking method.

limit. Then, is increased if (6) holds and the whole process
restarts. The stopping criterion of the outer loop can be either
a certain time limit or when the gets smaller than a
certain threshold.

We used the order , , , for adjusting the parameters,
i.e., first the support’s and then the core’s parameters are modi-
fied. This may affect the final performance index; the wider the
starting support of an antecedent, the more space is available for
finding the appropriate core length. As an experimental observa-
tion, we noticed that the support’s length is inclinable to shrink
and vice-versa the core’s length is rather subject to widening.
Therefore, in the case of steep-slope trapezoid approximation,
there is not much possibility of widening the core, while this is
the opposite in the case of the smooth-slope version. This may
be the reason for the results of our comparative investigation on
the trapezoid approximation versions versus the performance
index. The results are summarized in Tables IV and V, where

and denotes the performance index before and after
parameter identification.

We can state that the smoother the starting membership func-
tion the bigger the achieved improvement can be. However, it
does not mean automatically that the smooth-slope version pro-
vides the best result. For example, in the chemical plant case the
average-slope version produces the best result both before and

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCEINDEXES WITH THE USE OFDIFFERENT TRAPEZOID

APPROXIMATION VERSIONS ONSYNTHETICAL SAMPLE DATA SET

(y = (1 + x + x ) )

TABLE V
PERFORMANCEINDEXES WITH THE USE OFDIFFERENT TRAPEZOID

APPROXIMATION VERSIONS ONCHEMICAL PLANT SAMPLE DATA SET

after parameter identification. Based on these two examples the
best choice seems to be the average-slope version, because it
gives good results according to , before and after parameter
identification. (We should remark that for Table IV results we
forced the true input set due to the fact that the RC deter-
mined different inputs for the various trapezoid versions).

IV. A N IMPROVEMENT ONRULE BASE REDUCTION

Our proposed improvement on rule base reduction can be ap-
plied effectively if there exist output clusters to which more than
one identified input cluster belongs. The idea of our improve-
ment that in such a case it is possible to merge two or more
rules under certain conditions. The merged rules are of a special
type to be described later.

Observe the simplest case of a possible rule merging depicted
in Fig. 7. Here, the output cluster generates two two-dimen-
sional input clusters and and their projections coincide in
one of the dimensions, while they differ in the other one. There-
fore, the generated rules are

If and

If and (7)

Here, we assume that and are disjoint. These rules can
be merged by using special “and/or” rule type as

If or and (8)

The introduced rule merging reduces the calculation time be-
cause it requires less time to check whether the actual observa-
tion ( ) has positive intersection with the rule or not, simply
because we do not need to twice check the intersection of
with . Moreover, depending on the order of dimensions in
the rule evaluation, the speed of rule checking can be further
enhanced. Namely, if we first check the intersection ofwith

and it is zero, then it is needless to check. Oppositely, if
, then we have also to check the first dimension.

Even in the simplest exemplified case one rule merging from (7)
to (8) can result in a few percent (5%–10%) of time improve-
ment depending on the total number of rules (usually around
six).
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Fig. 7. The simplest case of rule merging.

It is important that the mergeable rules should be different in
exactly one dimension. Otherwise, if they differed in, e.g., two
dimensions, the merged rules would cover four regions of the
input space as it is depicted in Fig. 8.

The previously described rule merging can be generalized in
the following way. Having rules of the form

If and and and

If and and and
...

If and and and (9)

we can merge them to

If or or or and and
(10)

where fuzzy sets are disjoint. The mul-
tiple rule merging is quite improbable in practice; the bigger the
number of the rules and the dimension of the input, the smaller
the chance to find mergeable rules in a rule base. On the other
hand, however, if the surface of the input–output function of the
modeled system is not strictly monotone, there is a good chance
to find mergeable rules. We have to remark that this procedure
is done offline, i.e., not in real time and it is a very simple search
on the rules with the same output fuzzy set.

In real applications, we cannot expect that two fuzzy sets co-
incide precisely. Thus, it is more reasonable to investigate the
similarity of the candidate fuzzy sets. There are several ways to
determine the similarity of two fuzzy sets (see, e.g., [16]–[18]),
but we choose a very simple technique. We consider two fuzzy
sets similar if their cores overlap. In this case, we create a larger
fuzzy set which includes both fuzzy sets, more precisely their
common convex hull. Formally, if and

are trapezoidal fuzzy sets and
is satisfied, then their convex hull that will substituteand

in the merged rules, is defined as
(see also Fig. 9), where

if
if

To illustrate the capability of this improvement of rule base
reduction we analyzed the function

(11)

Fig. 8. Counterexample: The merging cannot be done if the input clusters
differs in more than one dimensions.

Fig. 9. The construction ofA � B.

The function is depicted on Fig. 10. We randomly selected 100
sample points.

We investigated the effectiveness of rule reduction with var-
ious parameter settings. The values of parametersand
were varied to verify our algorithm, because they influence the
number of the rules most significantly. The lower the values
are set the more rules are generated based upon a given output
cluster (see Section III-B). The number of output clusters was
six, independently from the settings. The RC method found both
inputs important. We obtained the following results, which were
summarized in Table VI.

High parameter values (the default case): parametersand
were set to the default value 0.5. In this case, the rule base

consisted of seven rules before reduction. After the rule base
reduction, the resulting rule base had the minimal six rules.

Medium parameter values: , . The number
of rules was eight before reduction and six after reduction.

Low parameter values: , . The number of
rules was 13 before reduction and nine after reduction.

Lowest parameter values: , . The number
of rules was 14 before reduction and nine after reduction.

Table VI shows that the best performance index was achieved
at the setting and the worth at medium parameter
values.

The time reduction depends heavily on the actual data sam-
ples and the order of the variables. In this example, we got much
greater time reduction if we use variable order 2, 1 at the eval-
uation of each rules. This phenomenon can be explained by the
observation that the number of “or” rules containing merged an-
tecedents in the dimension two is more than in dimension one
(e.g., at low parameter values these are three vs. one).
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Fig. 10. Input–output relation of the functiony = (1 + sin (x ) + x ) . The difference between two consecutive grid points is 0.25.

TABLE VI
THE EFFECTIVENESS OFRULE BASE REDUCTION IN TERMS OFt AND

t PARAMETER VALUES

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we clarified some vague unexplicit details of the
Sugeno and Yasukawa’s qualitative fuzzy modeling method. We
proposed algorithms for trapezoid approximation, for the deter-
mination of the number of rules (belonging to one output cluster)
and parameter identification. We investigated the reliability and
stability of the RC method that is applied to determine the true
inputs among input candidate variables and we found that the
results were not satisfactory. Therefore, we proposed an alter-
native technique for ranking the input variables in [14] and [15].

Furthermore, we introduced an improvement on rule base re-
duction, namely, a kind of rule merging that is employable if
two (or more) rules are different in exactly one input dimen-
sion. Although the applicability of this reduction is limited, in
such cases where several rules can be merged, i.e., where the
control surface not strictly monotone, it can reduce the elapsed
time significantly.

APPENDIX

A. Proposition 1

Step 4 in the “Algorithm for determining the antecedents” is
executed at most times and at least

times for each output cluster. Here,denotes
the number of rules generated from one output cluster.

Proof: The determination of the antecedents for an output
cluster is a sequence of decisions: whether the two actual rules
can be merged or should be separated. Letbe the number of
successful rule fusions between the th and th rule separa-
tion. Hence, we have

(12)
where

and

It is obvious that the later a rule separation is executed, the less
conditional rule merging (or rule comparison) is needed. There-
fore, in worst case for all , and, from
(12), we obtain

In the best case when the rules are separated as late as possible,
then and for all , so
expression (12) is equal to

If we estimate from above 2 and by then the maximum
number of executaion of Step 4
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